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Manual Mode Assignment
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Alright, so this time we are aiming to create a beautiful image in manual mode. Try to
spend some time planning and visualising your shot. Get all your props, food and
background ready before you set-up. Choose a time of the day with plenty of light
available. Definitely, don't try this exercise in a dark lighting scenario. Ideally, you will
need an assistant to help you with this exercise but it's not impossible to do alone.
You will also definitely need your tripod. Allow yourself a few hours of uninterrupted
time.

Set your camera dial on M for manual mode. This is the same in both Canon and
Nikon.

First set up a scene with a food item and then choose something to sprinkle over it —
it could be icing sugar or cocoa powder or, hundreds and thousands — whatever
you'd like to sprinkle.

If you're using something light-coloured for your sprinkles like white sugar, your
background should be in a contrasting colour so that the sugar will be visible.
Similarly, if you are using cocoa, use a light background. Before you're start sprinkling
make sure you have everything else totally lined and ready to go.

We're aiming to shoot two different shots. Setup your tripod, define your layout and
shoot your scene without any sprinkling.

I suggest that you start with a medium aperture, maybe something like f8 or f11 so
that you can get the food item the fingertips and the sprinkles in focus.

Makes sure that your background is far enough away so that you can get it out of
focus if you want (which will also remove it as a potential distraction from the
sprinkles). You'll need to use a slower shutter speed if you want to achieve motion blur
and a fast shutter speed if you want to freeze the sprinkles.

Make sure that you are satisfied with your subject, lighting and exposure level and
area of focus. Then do your first little test sprinkle to see what results that you're going
to get. And when you've recorded that result, then you change your shutter speed by
maybe two stops up to make it a faster shutter speed or two stops down to make it a
slower shutter speed. Don't forget to increase or decrease your ISO by two stops to
compensate for the change in exposure also.

In the first shot, you are aiming to have some attractive motion blur. In the second
shot, you are aiming to freeze the movement of the sprinkles so that you will hopefully
capture some grains in a frozen moment.
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Freezing the sprinkles is going to be a little bit harder to achieve than the shot with
motion blur, because you will need to use a faster shutter speed, with a medium
aperture, which means that you will have to be in a very well-lit environment and more
than likely rely on your ISO to get you the results you are really after.

Finally pick your two favourite images, one with and one without motion blur, and
send them to me via the student assignment upload form on this page, and include
any questions that might have come up for you as a result of this exercise.

Wrap Up

Once you have received your review you will also receive your certificate of
completion plus you will receive an invitation into my private Facebook group for
students who have completed my courses. Every month I offer a challenge to the
group and those that choose to participate have the opportunity to share an image by
the deadline supplied, and everyone receives personalised feedback.

If you have made it to this point, congratulations! You now know how to use Manual
Mode for Food Photography. I suggest that you practise as much as possible, as soon
as possible, to commit what you have learnt to memory. It’s probably still pretty hazy
at this stage, and you might need to revisit the lessons several times before some
parts start to gel for you – but persistence will produce results.

Next, you can hit up the bonus section where you can learn lots of additional tips and
tricks to help you to make the most of your food photography. Thank you so much for
participating in this course. I hope that you have gained lots of confidence in
producing great food images. I'm really looking forward to chatting with you further in
the Facebook group, and helping you to commit everything to memory as you
participate in some of the challenges.


